NFRC PERFORMANCE LABELS
AND
WHAT DO THE NUMBERS MEAN ?

NFRC (National Fenestration Rating Council) is
an independent non-profit organization that has a
uniform set of standards that all window
manufacturers must follow in order to be
authorized to label their window products. Every
window manufacturer must follow these same
guidelines for certification, testing, and labeling.
That way you, the consumer can accurately
compare apples to apples so to speak.
The
consumer can accurately compare the energy
performance ratings of windows from several
different manufacturers and have a fair and
credible performance rating you can trust so
that you can feel confident in your window
purchase decision.

NFRC labels, like the one shown on the left
tells the consumer what they can expect in
performance and energy savings from their
new windows. Just like when you buy a new
vehicle, you always look for the EPA fuel
consumption label on the window to know
what to expect in fuel consumption. It’s the
same concept with the NFRC labels on your
new windows, for you to be able to make a
smart and informed decision and get the
best value for your hard earned money.

U-Factor:
U-factor is also known as thermal transmission.
It is a measure of the rate of heat loss through
a product. Therefore, the lower the U-factor,
the lower the amount of heat loss. In warm
climates, where cooling bills are a major
concern, choosing windows with lower Ufactors will reduce the amount of cool air that
escapes through a window from inside your
house to the outside. In cold climates, where
heating bills are a major concern, choosing
windows with lower U-factors will reduce the
amount of heat that escapes through a window
from inside your house to the outside.

Solar Heat Gain Coefficient:
The Solar Heat Gain Coefficient, also
known as SHGC, measures the rate of
heat gain through a product. Therefore,
the lower the SHGC, the lower the
amount of solar heat gain. In hot
climates, where air conditioning bills are
a major concern, choosing windows with
lower SHGC will reduce the amount of
heat that comes in through your windows
from the outside.

Visible Transmittance (VT):
is an optical property that indicates the
amount of visible light transmitted. The
NFRC's VT is a whole window rating and
includes the impact of the frame which does
not transmit any visible light. While VT
theoretically varies between 0 and 1, most
values among double- and triple-pane windows
are between 0.30 and 0.70. The higher the VT,
the more light is transmitted. A high VT is
desirable to maximize daylight.

Condensation Resistance Factor (CRF):
is a numerical index generally in the range of 30
– 80 for conventionally glazed fenestration
products. The larger the CRF number the
greater the resistance to condensation. In the
past, AAMA defined a CRF rating of 35 as the
minimum for a thermally improved window or
door. The CRF for the product is determined by
the lower of either the weighted frame
temperature or the average glazing temperature.

